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Misconception
Men allowed in girls' dormilory? Only if you're from the
P-Plant. See story on page 3.
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CD A Rat Hop

The Clemson Alumni Association has made a grant of
$4,500 to Student Government
for the purpose of establishing
the Alumni Student Program
Fund to further individual student organization programs
considered to be in the best
Interest of the student body.
This grant, which is additional to a grant of $1,500 to Student Government for the activities of Student Government,
brings to $17,500 the total
grants from the Alumni Loyalty Fund to student activities
since 1959.
The awarding of the $4,500
to Student Government for student organization projects differs from the way this amount
of money for student programs
was handled a year ago. Last
year 11 separate grants were
made to eleven student leadership and service organizations.
The Alumni Association
made the grant following consultation with Student Body
President Edgar McGee, other
student leaders, and the Office
of Student Affairs. It was specifically established that the
total of this fund is available
to student organizations other
than Student Government, but
that Student Government will
be responsible for allocating
specific amounts to specific organizations.
"We realize," said Mr. Thomas E. Thornhill, national president of the Clemson Alumni Association, "that Student Government is in a much better position to evaluate the merits of
student organization projects
than we are. Our only interest
is that this fund serve Clemson
University students in the best
possible manner. We hope these
grants will awaken in students
a realization of the value and
high purposes of the Clemson
Alumni Association and that
they, when they become alumni, will become a part of a significant Clemson alumni program. "
Student Body President Edgar McGee said that official
application forms for seeking
a grant from the fund are available from the Office of Student
Affairs. Student Government
will evaluate every application
made, and publicize grants
which are approved, and advise the applying organizations
whether a given application has
been approved or rejected.
Student organizations with
programs — current or proposed—that serve the entire student body or the over-all University may receive financial
assistance for the project by applying to Student Government
for a grant from the Alumni
Student Program Fund.
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Freshmen Opposed To
Abolishing Rat System

Will Have
Nine Bands
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Girls allowed in men's dormitories? James HemphilL finds no
rule forbidding this. See page 2.
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Rat Hop 1967 kicks off Clemson's first big dance weekend of
the semester Friday night, Sept.
22.
Nine name bands will perform in what is to be Clemson's
biggest dance ever, according
to CDA officials.
Friday night, from 8:30 until
1 a.m., five bands will play in
succession with no intermission.
Highlighting Friday's entertainment will be:
Arthur Conley ("Sweet Soul
Music")
Clifford Curry ("She Shot a
Hole in My Soul")
The Radiants ("Voice Your
Choice" and "Ain't No Big
Thing")
The Showmen ("39-21-46"
and "It Will Stand")
Moses Dillard and the Dynamic Showmen ("Pretty as a
Picture").
Each group will put on two
separate shows.
Saturday night, Sept. 23,
from 8 p.m. until midnight,
more groups will perform:
James and Bobby Purify
("I'm Your Puppet", "Wish You
Didn't Have to Go", and "Shake
a Tail Feather")
Oscar Toney and Mighty
Sam with their soul music.
Band number nine will be a
surprise group.
Coats and ties are required
for Rat Hop and all other CDA
functions. Those not complying
with dress regulations will be
refused admittance.
Dennis
Cartwright, CDA
President, says of the dance
weekend, "I think Rat Hop
1967 will be a tremendous
dance weekend. Both nights are
packed with top entertainers
that everyone should enjoy."
Tickets will be on sale soon in
the University Dining Hall. Admission for the Friday night
dance will be $5.00 per couple
and $4.50 per couple for Saturday night. Block tickets for both
nights are $8.00.

Coeds Complain

An overwhelming majority
of freshmen voting in a Tiger
Rat Poll said that they are opposed to abolishing Rat
System.
A majority of the responses
indicated that Rat System is a
part of the educational process,
and that the System has constructive effects in creating
school spirit.
Over half of the responding
freshmen feel that they are required by the University administration to comply with the
demands of the Rat System.
A majority of the responses
indicated that freshmen feel
they are legally bound to have
their hair sheared.

Rat Poll

Student Senate Votes To
Extend Cheering By Rats
By BILL RHODES
Assistant News Editor
The Student Senate passed
legislation this week extending
the evening dining hall cheering from Sept. 9, as provided in
the '67 Rat Pact, to Sept. 22, the
end of Rat Season.
Student Body President Edgar McGee and Walter T. Cox,
Vice President for Student Affairs, signed the bill on dining
hall cheering late Monday
night.
Rats will have to cheer at
evening meals until the end of
the Rat Season.
The Student Senate also
passed a resolution calling for
the changing of the matriculation processes.
The resolution calling for
changes in matriculation processes, presented by Senior Senator Chuck Whitney, calls for
the mailing of church cards,
news bureau info cards, selective service cards and offcampus cards to each student
during the summer. These
cards must be returned before
school begins.

be handled separately by the
Taps staff.
Another resolution submitted
by Whitney and passed, consisted of a procedural change
in Senate rules. A senator will
be able to call for the previous
question and a vote on ending
debate. If a two-thirds majority
approves calling of the question, debate is ended and an immediate vote is taken on the
question at hand.
However, if a call to move a
question has objections, debate
will continue.
Referred to a committee was a
bill which stated that any
amendments to the Student Regulations that are neither approved nor disapproved by the

Office of Student Affairs (due to
summer recess) will be returned
to the Senate. The unamended
rule then in effect would remain
in effect.
Another bill concerned
amendments to the Rat Rules.
If these amendments are neither
approved nor disapproved,
they are declared null and void.
Also presented was a bill by
Junior Senator Becky Carlton
which called for an increased
number of phones in the girls
high-rise dorm.
Scott Harrower, Senior Senator, presented a bill calling
for a postal service for the east
campus.

Many freshmen were satisfied with the Rat Season with
only minor complaints. A few
rats thought the system should
be lengthened — but revised
slightly.
These comments were made
by this group of freshmen:
"The Rat Season informs all
the new frosh about the traditions, and rules of Clemson. It
teaches us the cheers and it
makes us feel a part of the student body. It makes the frosh
love Clemson."
"All Rats should have to sit
together at all the football
games and yell for the team (a
girl rat)."
"Rat Season should be lengthened. Upperclassmen should
try to give orders with a more
friendly attitude. Some are real
tough-acting; I think they're
trying to scare us instead of getting to know us. Clemson's
spirit is dependent on Rat Sea-'
son."
"It builds school spirit."
"There should be more pep
rallies and less cheering in the
dining hall."
"I think that Rat Season is
the most instrumental phase of

Colonel Elmer N. Tyndall
Assumes Duties As PAS

Col. Elmer N. Tyndall as- in the Marianna Islands.
In 1960 he was assigned to
sumed the duties of Professor
Early in 1946 Col. Tyndall Headquarters USAF as ProThese changes can not be ef- of Aerospace Studies in a was assigned to "Operation grams Officer with the Difected until proper administra- change of command and retire- Crossroads" with the Bikini rectorate of Aerospace Systive action has been taken on ment ceremony held yesterday. Atom Bomb Test Group. He tems. He was promoted to
the senate's resolution.
Col. Tyndall, who is replac- was subsequently assigned a Branch Chief and later Diing Lt. Col. Dewey R. Frank- two-year tour at Tucson, Ari- vision Chief of CommuniIf the cards are lost or for lin, comes to the Clemson cam- zona with the Strategic Air cations and Electronics.
some reason not returned, the pus directly from a two-year Command.
matriculation fee of five dollars tour in the Philippines, where
Among his many awards are:
After graduating from the The Distinguished Flying
is to be charged again to cover he was vice commander of the
the re-issuance of the cards. Sea Communications Group. Navigator - Radar - Bombadier Cross, AF Commendation
course at Mather AFB, Cali- Medal W/l OLC, Air Medal
This group provided communiThe resolution also calls for cations for the 1966 Asian fornia in 1948, he remained as W/2 OLC's, Distinguished Unit
ID card pictures for upperclass- Peace Conference held in an instructor for the next three Citation W/l OLC, Asiatic Payears. During this time he also cafic Campaign Medal, WWII
men to be taken in the spring. Manila.
earned
an A.B. degree from Victory Medal, American CamCompleted ID cards are then
After entering the service in
to be mailed to students attheir 1942 as a Navigator Trainee in Sacramento State College.
paign Medal, National Defense
homes.
In 1952 he was assigned as Service Medal, AF Longevity
the Aviation Cadets at Hondo
AFB, Texas, Tyndall was com- an operations staff officer with Service W/l Silver Cluster, AF
ID card pictures for Fresh- missioned a 2Lt. in the Army SAC at Carswell AFB, Texas Reserve Service Medal.
men are to remain a part of the Air Corps on April 1, 1943. and later Westover AFB, MassCol. Tyndall Is married to
matriculation process.
His initial duty assignment was achusetts.
the former Miss Thelma TownThe resolution also recom-1 to San Marcos, Texas, where
In 1957 Col. Tyndall attendmends that the taking of he served for 18 months as a ed the George Washington Uni- send. Both he and his wife are
from Georgetown, Delaware.
Taps pictures be removed from navigator instructor.
versity and earned his M.B.A.
the matriculation process and
In 1945, after graduating degree in 1958. His next two They reside at 108 Lark Cirfrom radar navigation bomb- years were spent atDyess AFB, cle, Clemson, with their daughing school at Boca Raton, Fla., Texas where he resumed his ters, Susan and Nancy, age
he flew B-29 combat missions duties as Operations Staff Of- 18; Patricia 15, and son, John,
14.
out of India and later Tinian ficer.

Placement
Interviews
October 2

All graduate students and December through August seniors
are encouraged by the Placement Office to prepare now for
campus interviews, which begin October 2. A memorandum
with dates, procedures and instructions is available in the
Placement Office.
Students should complete
resumes and request faculty appraisals now to allow time for
reproduction. If copies are not
desired, these forms should be
filed in the Placement Office for
reference later In connection
with graduate study or alumni
employment.
Recruiters determine mutual
interest despite any military obligation. These campus contacts may lead to temporary
work before active duty and
often are able to provide benefits while in service. Interviews
now facilitate initial screening
of prospective employers and
help develop career planning
techniques.
Graduating students not being recruited, along with interested undergrads, may arrange directly with employer
representatives for interviews
during vacant periods. These
informal contacts often result
in permanent or summer jobs.

By DENNIS BOLT
DON O'BRIANT
Staff Editors
freshman orientation, because
"No changes except rat hats ually disappear as a result of
Clemson becoming a university
it creates school spirit, pride in that fit better."
participation, and gives the new
"Some, or most, sophomores and co-educational. No real
students something to do."
go haywire over having such abolishment is necessary."
"I feel that it is something
"It's the best thing we could sudden power, therefore rats
have to teach freshmen to be are commanded to do many left over from the military part
better students and more re- things which are, in my opin- of the school. It does nothing
sponsible adults."
ion, out of line. Such as walk- but cause humiliation to the
ing in front of a table of girls, rat. School spirit is either some"The haircuts make all of us dropping a spool, fork, etc., thing you have or don't have.
feel like we're part of a united and picking it up."
Rat Season has no bearing or
cause to cheer our team on to
influence on this. Clemson has
"Yes,
there
are
constructive
victory."
effects caused by Rat Season. school spirit, so rat season is to
me obsolete."
"Rat Season is very effective The system is a great physical
"Too much studying time is
in acquainting freshmen with conditioner. How else can you consumed by Rat Season."
Clemson's traditions and it's learn to do 4,000 pushups in
"These damnable haircuts
one day? 3,000,000 deep-knee
regulations."
should be done away with. Albends?
Carry
fivetruckloadsof
"It's just a bit extreme, but
so, a person should be able to
generally it's a great thing." luggage? Become a profession- enjoy three meals a day. They
"I would feel like a stranger if al interior decorator? It should
are bad enough without the belwe all didn't have bald heads be a part of Marine basic train- lowing.
"
and rat hats. It gives us an ing. But slavery should have
"Have
rats cheer for 15-20
ended
with
the
Civil
War."
identity and sense of belonging
minutes
at
a meal and then let
"Cut
out
all
that
Mickey
to the University.
them eat. Cheering constandy
"Those who are opposed to Mouse — in the dining hall." during a meal has an adverse
"Girl rats don't do nothing.
Rat Season just don't have any
effect on the rat and his diet."
pride in our university. They This should be changed."
"I don't mind having my
should be glad that we have
"More riots, more panty hair cut and wearing a hat for
something to orientate our new. raids, and alcohol drinking in initiation, but because we are
students into the school with." rooms."
here to learn, and are told in
"I would hate to see Rat Sea"Make panty raids easier." our classes that we should be
son abolished."
"The Rat Season will Event(Continued on page 7)
"Eliminate the cheering in the
dining hall. Other than that, it's
fine."
"With a few reforms, it will
survive. It's a good thing."
"Rat Season is really a mellow
thing. It keeps us Rats out of
The Tiger would appreciate cooperation by
mischief."
answering
the following questions: Please circle
The major complaint* was
your answer.
that the cheering in the dining
hall should be limited or com1. Do you think that Rat Season should be conpletely eliminated.
tinued
as it is? 69 percent yes
"As a rat myself, I am in2.
Do
you think that Rat Season should be
clined to feel that Rat Season
revised and continued? 55 percent no
should be abolished this year
and reinstituted next year when
3. Do you think Rat Season should be disconI am a sophomore (I hope)."
tinued? 94 percent no
The most common com4. Do you think Rat Season helps in creating
plaints:
"The only change I would
school spirit? 94 percent yes
make during Rat Season would
5. Do you think Rat Season is a part of the
be allowing the rats to eat dureducational process? 60 percent yes
ing the evening meal. Eating
6. Do you think that the University administraone bite, jumping up and yelling 15 minutes, eating one more
tion requires you to comply with the demands of
bite, and then yelling 15 more
Rat Season? 58 percent yes
minutes is very trying on the
7. Do you think that you are legally bound to
stomach as well as on the
'school spirit' and attitude of
have your hair sheared? 55 percent yes
the Rats."
8. Do you think that Rat Season has con"Cheering at meals causes
structive
effects? If so, what are they? Answer on
distress in the lower tract beback. 61 percent yes
cause the food is gulped down."

Rat Poll

"Man, the one thing that really kills us rats is those damn
cock-a-doodle doo's that we
have to do in the lunch room.
The Rats need a clearly defined,
outlined program of exactly
what the hell Rat Season is
and what the rats are expected
to do. Please!"
"Let the Rats eat their meals
first, then have them make fools
of themselves."
"It would be better to have
more pep rallies and less cheering at meals."
"There should be less emphasis on the pushing of people
into school spirit. It should
grow by itself."
"I believe the shaving of
heads is going just a little too
far. Clemson is not a military
school anymore."
"I believe that the cheers during lunch cause a loss in school
spirit and cause the cheers to
have a bad taste."
"Rats shouldn't be assigned
to upperclassmen."

9. Do you commit acts that you know to be
out of line with University regulations at the demands of upperclassmen? 90 percent no
10. List any changes you feel are necessary in
either revising or abolishing Rat Season. Answer
on back.

Economics Club To Have
Organizational Meeting
The Economics Club will
hold an organizational meeting
at 7:30 p.m. Tuesday, Sept. 5
in Room 107 of Hardin Hall.
All economics majors and all
students interested in any phase
of economics are invited to attend.
Dr. R. D. Shannon, advisor,
and Harry Moore, president,
have already begun making
plans for speakers and discussions of interest to the club
members.
Last year the club met in the
homes of various professors

and had talks of many economic subjects ranging from a
faculty panel discussion on
labor unions to a speech on
water pollution by an agricultural economist.
The club meetings offer opportunities for students to discuss the various facets and
problems of economics with
professors and with professional economists. Students as well
as faculty members responded
well to the club last year, and
even larger participation is anticipated this year by club officers.

Construction To Begin
On D. W. Daniel Building
Clemson will begin construction next month on
a new four-story arts and science building to provide its growing student body with additional
modern classrooms and laboratory facilities.

D. W. Daniel Building

Planned as a complement to
the classroom building is a 10story office tower to house the
faculty of the department of
English and modern languages.
Sealed bids on the project will
be opened at Clemson on Sept.
7 at 3 p.m. Completion is expected by December 1968.
Together, the two buildings
will form the David Wistar Daniel complex, honoring the late
Dr. Daniel who devoted his
life to Clemson students as an
educator and friend for a halfcentury. Dr. Daniel, a Laurens
County native, served Clemson from 1898 until 1947 as a
professor of English, department head, and dean of the
School of General Science.
At its East Campus location,
the Daniel complex will set adjacent the Kinard Laboratory
of Physics, and near the newRobert Muldrow Cooper Library.

The first four floors of the
office tower will connect to the
classroom building, and the
first level of the classroom structure will join the physics building to allow students in the
mathematics and physics departments an easy access to a
400-seat lecture room in the
classroom building.
Also in its 68,641 square feet
of space, the concrete frame
and slab classroom facility will
contain 51 general classrooms,
four student studies, two language laboratories, two speech
laboratories, and two student
club rooms.
The office tower, with 38,188
square feet of space, will house
111 offices, a departmental library, reception rooms, faculty
lounges, and staff work rooms.'
Faculty offices will be located
around a central utility core
containing two high-speed elevators.

,'
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The opinions expressed herein are those of the
individual writer, with the exception of the lead
editorial, which represents the opinion of The
Tiger senior staff and is written by the Editorin-Chief, unless otherwise indicated.
Clemson, S. C, Friday, September 1, 1967

We Propose . . .
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

THE AREAS
Rat System
Faculty Salaries
Faculty Senate
Student Union
Social Atmosphere
National Student Association
Dining Hall
Speakers Bureau
Schools and Colleges
Student Government.

...that these definite areas be the
direct concern of the university this
academic year.
Last academic year The Tiger Senior Staff proposed ten items labelled
a Platform for Progress for Clemson.
That platform was devised as a way
of pinpointing goals which are essential to the development of a firstrate educational institution.
The Platform for Progress for
1966-67 was general in nature, yet
it embraced the goals which were often
passed aside in the day-to-day business of the university. In most cases,
that platform dealt in areas which
were acknowledged aims of the university, although in -some areas, certain action had been taken. But in all
cases, the aims needed to be re-evaluated.
Goals of a university must be reevaluated and investigated until they
are realized...sometimes, that takes a
long period of time with continuous
effort and struggle. The Tiger Senior
Staff this year thus proposes ten specific items for consideration this academic year.
* * *
1. The Rat System is a tradition at
Clemson, but as the university grows,
as the campus expands east and west,
as the size of the freshman class
grows, as the university continues to
develop an intellectual atmosphere,
there needs to be a mature and intellectual evaluation of the purpose,
effectiveness, educational aspect and
utility of this Rat System. No condemnation or support of this tradition
should be proclaimed by anyone without first evaluating it on these points.
2. Quality education is the watchword for an aspiring university. There,
should be no substitute in the classroom for excellent professors, texts,
teaching techniques and students.
However, reality dictates a non-perfectness in society. The state chapter
of the American Association of University Professors released a report
evaluating faculty salaries in state
and land-grant colleges and universities among the Southern states in
which Clemson was given a "Crating on an "A" through "F" pay scale.
Therefore, an emphasis needs to be
placed on increased faculty salaries
to attain quality professors.
3. The faculty senate is an advisory
board, so-to-speak, to the administration with this senate composed of
members from each of the schools. In
the desire for a more intellectual atmosphere on campus, the faculty senate should be the device from which
springs ideas, techniques and proposals for bettering this atmosphere.
If the senate refuse^ to actively pursue
this course, then, it is not fulfilling its
purpose to the administration for advising and recommending those
changes and ideas necessary to further
realize the university. An analysis of
this senate is desperately needed, and
this analysis should be done by the
faculty.
4. Clemson has a desperate need
for a modern, attractive center for its
students. Presently, the small student
center provides facilities for campus
publications, the radio station, a small
chapel, a lounge and offices for the
Student Affairs staff. A few other clubs
have rooms scattered on the campus.
With the necessity for a growing Student Affairs staff to adequately manage student affairs, more office space
will be needed. With more than 100
campus clubs without club rooms,
with the necessity for conference and
discussion rooms, small assembly
rooms, additional lounges, game
rooms and with the need for a center
into which students, faculty and administrators can congregate, there
needs to be a serious united effort for
a student union building on campus.
5. Miss Susan G. Delony, Dean of
Women, must be commended for her
desire and efforts to enrich the social

atmosphere on campus. But Dean
Delony is not able to carry the banner
alone. There are the dance weekends,
Lake Hartwell, the beer houses, fraternities and sororities. Yet these few
ingredients of the social life on campus do not satisfy a majority of the
student body. Clemson student leaders and students, again, uniting with
faculty and administration must develop specific programs for providing the necessary social atmosphere
of a university.

rmmmmmmmm Study Time Again

Cut Out The Foolishness
Dear Rat:
Now that you are somewhat
comfortably on your way
toward a glorious college career, it is about time to cut out
the foolishness and think about
academics.
Rat riots and pep rallies and
flicks and the imbibing of beer
may be fun, but the reason you
came to this place (presumably) is to acquire some sort of
education. Which requires
study.
Don Shelley, a 1967 summer graduate, said "There are
no short cuts" in studying. He
ought to know, for he graduated with 50 "A's"—a perfect
4.0 GPR. Getting a 4.0 isn't
easy. Shelley was only the second student in the school's history to do so.
Fortunately, any upperclassman is willing to give any rat
advice on teachers and courses.
Most of the advice is bad, so,

generally, make it a point to
ask more than one upperclassman any question. Chances are
you should get as many differing opinions as the number of
people you ask.
Unfortunately, it is true that
there are bad professors and
bad courses at Clemson.
There's really not much that
can be done in a hurry to eliminate them, but some progress
is being made
The student government has
worked for course and curriculum evaluation, and there is
a student-faculty committee for
the improvement of undergraduate teaching working for
teacher evaluation. Support
their work, for they need more
than praise.
Most professors are human
beings—not counting the English department where all are
kooks who are frustrated
writers who never got past the

By CHUCK WHITNEY
Associate Editor
first chapter when they started
to write their Pulitzer Prize-winning novel and vent their frustration on unwitting students.
Take what you get in English.
The rest of the bunch are pretty
reasonable sorts.
Refuse to let any professor
scare you witless — although
some may try. Young instructors will scare you because
they are pretty much afraid of
you themselves, and the older
ones do it mostly to keep the
po' iggorant frosh in line.
The distinction between establishing a satisfactory student-teacher relationship and
brown-nosing is a small one,
but the teachers usually know
the difference. Be sincere and be
friendly with any professor.
Never hesitate to ask questions, either in or out of class.
Most professors are willing to
help students or they wouldn't
be in the business of education.

6. Last academic year, Student
Body President Danny Speights, acting on Student Senate legislation,
moved to join the student government with the National Student Association for a year after which there
was to be an evaluation of the opportunities available from belonging to
NSA. The Clemson student government must evaluate the role of the
student government in NSA during
the year asking itself, "What does
NSA do for the government? And what
does the student government do for
NSA? How deeply will Clemson get
involved into the NSA?" These are
questions that need to be answered before any decision as to membership
is reached.

9. The College of Engineering is
nationally acclaimed and is a tribute
to Clemson. The liberal arts program
at Clemson must be developed with
emphasis in major areas of music,
philosophy, political science, pharmacy, law, journalism, and the natural sciences. Other departments need
strengthening also. With all departments in all colleges and schools,
there needs to be constant evaluation
of the courses offered, techniques used
in teaching, and the effectiveness of the
professors on students, for, courses
are being changed and modernized
day after day. An evaluation of the
academic programs by students and
faculty should result in academic
progress.
10. Student Government has come
into its own. Last year this government began trying to assert itself in
university decision making. Several
accomplishments were resulted by
compromise between the students and
the administrators. The question remains—how much power should this
student government possess? Also,
last year, several government elections had poor voter participation—
even, poorer than in years past. Was
this due to a failure of this government to truly represent students they
profess to represent? Or was this due
to student apathy? Does student government have the officers who have
the contact with the students necessary for proper representation? These
questions are not charges but merely
specifications to consider in any evaluation of a student government. Perhaps a mature evaluation could lead
to a strengthening of this system. Perhaps the power of the government, a
long-puzzling problem, can be adequately determined.

may not represent the university in any public activity or
belong to any student publication or run for student government office.
If you get caught a second
time, pack your bags.
Furthermore, a teacher's definition of what is cheating varies
from course to course; for instance, some professors consider using other student's old
quizzes or notes when studying
for a quiz dishonest while others
do not.
Always make it a point to
know what the teacher considers cheating. The English
102 rules on plagiarism are
another sore point. Next semester, be sure you do that term
paper correctly.
They probably told you during orientation that the freshman class was the smartest
class ever to enter Clemson.
Very Big Deal. That won't help
you any, because the rest of the
class won't be there when you're
taking the quiz.
Just for fun, ask your faculty advisor what your predicted
GPR is. You might not be as
smart as you think you are,
at least in the eyes of the University.
The University is a big thing.
One student more or less isn't
going to cause its immediate
downfall. A very few people are
going to care one way or the
other if you flunk out. Make
sure that you care.

Head Honcho Of Spirit
Irritated By Slack Rats

7. Clemson students last year asked
for a choice of meal plans in the dining
hall. They got it, and now many
are dissatisfied. The two plans offered—the traditional board plan and
the pay-as-you-go plan—were effected
after a study by the administration
into possibilities. The administration
has stated that this system will have to
be an experimental one with constant
evaluation. The pay-as-you-go students are segregated from the board
students to prevent returning to the
lines for food for which they have not
paid. Several students and adults have
already expressed dissatisfaction with
this policy. A study of the situation
is needed.
8. The Speakers' Bureau bill of the
Student Senate was finally agreed
upon by both the Student Senate and
the administration after a year's delay due to existing university policies.
This Speakers' Bureau will approve
and coordinate requests by student
organizations to present speakers to
the public on the university campus.
These speakers will be allowed to say
anything that any citizen of the United
States may say in public. Now that
the Speakers' Bureau has been approved, the effecting of it must be done.
Since the very creation of such aboard
is a definite step toward more academic freedom, every effort to sustain and perpetuate this bureau must
be afforded.

Practically any professor here
could be making more money
in ajob other than college teaching.
On the other hand, if your
professor's class conduct is unsatisfactory or if he treats you
unfairly, talk with him after
class. If you remain unsatisfied,
see the department head. This
probably won't help, but it is
worth a try.
It might be worthwhile for
you to read the student regulations on academics. They
deal mainly with class cuts and
cheating, and while you may
not agree with them they are
your regulations.
The best system on cutting
and such is to be cautious.
Some professors are fairly lax
on the subject, but never ever
bet on it. Getting an excused
absence from the Student Affairs office is like pulling teeth,
so use this method as rarely
as possible.
The best advice anyone can
give any freshman on cheating
is don't The reason is neither
moral, spiritual, religious or
aesthetic — merely practical.
Chances are that even if you
cheat in a course, you won't
get caught, but you might, and
the risk is too great—there is
much at stake.
If you get caught, you receive
an "F" in the course and are
placed on strict probation for
a year, during which time you

Dorm Visitation Found
To Be Legal-Somehow
By JAMES HEMPHILL
Staff Columnist
In order to clarify a common
student misconception, there is •
not a student regulation against
girls being in the men's dormitories.
The published list of student
regulations from the Office of
the Dean of Student Affairs for
1967-68 does not forbid having
girls in the men's dormitory.
Also Section IV, Article 19
tacitly approves of students
having "overnight guests" in
their dorm rooms without stipulation as to sex.
It is then obvious that -the
men are allowed to keep girls
in their dorm rooms overnight.
The catch all expansion
: clause, "Action unbecoming a
i Clemson gentleman," could not
i possibly apply here. This plan
; would be in keeping with the
I strong, virile image the south
i has of the Clemson Gentleman.

So in the future, if student
men wish to keep their dates
in their rooms on weekends,
and their roommate does not
mind, it will be quite all right.
It is not necessary to get any
special permission from the administration — they are much
too busy to be bothered with
such trivial matters.
Most of the other male residents of the dormitories will
probably not object to sharing
the bathroom facilities with the
dates.
If some of the girls are shy,
the guys can arrange with the
other residents of the dorm to
set up one bathroom as a woman's bath for the weekend, like
the alumni did when they stayed
with their wives in "B "dorm this
summer.
Coeds are forbidden to go into the dorm by expansion of

section V, article entitled
"Apartments" and also the article entitled "Spending the
Night On the Town."
Girls who are students of exclusive finishing schools will
probably be laboring under
the same restrictions. But girls
from home and girls from
neighboring towns will not.
This arrangement should
save male students a lot of;
money on motel rooms.
Girls are not allowed in the
lounges or club rooms of the
dorms, according to Section
III, Article 6. Men are not al- :
lowed in the women's dorm—
Section V, article 7, entitled
"Men Callers."
It is not against South Carolina law for girls to spend the
nights with their dates. Refer
to Title 16, Paragraph 408 of
the Code of South Carolina.

By MARION ALDRIDGE
Chairman, Central
Spirit Committee
"Excuse me, sir, "I was forced son graduates remember, and
to say. "I didn't meantobother learn to appreciate.
you." And so I apologized to
I believe there is a word on
another rat who feels that I in- the Freshman spelling list for
truded on his very own private English 101 called "paradox."
time when he should not have It means that the insignificant
been inconvenienced by my Rat is the person least affected
presence.
by the Rat system.
I wondered if I should ask
First of all, because the upperhim if he had a pair of shoes classmen put more into it than
that I could polish. It was ap- the Rats, if at least one upperparent that the rat was not go- classman has not set each rat
ing to polish mine.
down and talked to him about
I feel sorry for rats, really. what to expect out of college,
After all, this is the first year then the Rat has been locked
that a freshman class has ever in his room trying to avoid uphad to go through such tor- perclassmen.
The rat masters put a lot of
ment: trips to Dan's, heads
shaved, etc.
time and effort into Rat Season
But then, I shouldn't be so each year, as does the Central
sarcastic or bitter, either, be- Spirit Committee. The Rat Sys' cause nine out of ten rats are tem is to teach and to build
good rats. But that one out of Clemson men, eventually—and
ten can make life miserable for if Rats could teach and build
himself and for those around themselves, they would not be
in college to start with.
him.
Believe it or not, the upperEvery year, the Office of Stu- classmen need to do a lot of
dent Affairs will receive a very helping, pushing, praying,
small number of unsigned let- fussing and crying for the Rat
ters of indignance from rats, System to have its full effect.
or worse—a small number of
Secondly, the position of the
signed letters from mommies rat is insignificant in rat season
across the state who say that because the Clemson graduate
their Johnny is being persecuted is the man most affected. It is
beyond all belief.
he who reaps the benefits of the
Like the small percentage of respected Clemson degree
juvenile delinquents whose ac- which says, "I have a total edtions take away many rights of ucation. Not only do I know
the remainder of youth, the well what was taught in the
small group of dissenting rats classroom, but also, I know
will eventually rob all Clem- well what was taught by living
son students of the right to be at Clemson: how to respect, how
ushered into university life, to love, how to adjust, how to
and, eventually, into life it- live. I have a Clemson educaself, in the way which all Clem- tion. I am a total man."

Letter Pans Matriculation
Dear Sir:
Having nothing to do last
Saturday, I stood in the matriculation line and wondered for
no less than one hour and fortytwo minutes why I had to be
there. Unfortunately I failed to
arrive at a satisfactory conclusion.
If this material—one envelope
and four cards—were mailed to
students, quite a lot of discomfort could be avoided and val-

uable time saved.
The I. D. and Taps picture
lines could also be shortened
considerably by sending appointment times with the matriculation material. This may
seem like a trivial matter, but
I'd venture to guess that about
three thousand-odd students
agree with me.
Sincerely,
Bill Jacobs
Class of '70

California Dreamin' At Clemson
"Are you hip, baby?" this
feminine voice said to me over
the phone.
I sort of relaxed and prepared to go into a lengthy
monologue as an answer to the
question, but suddenly was
struck with a broad realization. I wasn't hip. Not at all.
But I managed to say, "only on
weekends", and floated off on
this little cloud as I slipped
the receiver back into its cradle.
I had driven across the continent, 2,500 miles, at the beginning of the summer and
found myself in Los Angeles
to see what it was all about.
2,500 miles is man's highly inadequate measurement of the
space between Clemson and L.
A, inadequate in that through
this space, one skirts unsurmountable barriers of time,
thought and progress.
Night and day is the difference between these two passing environments. I set out to
find out what the members of
the California branch of our
generation, particularly students, do and think about.
In this great state of California, known to the rest of the
country for its liberalism and
progressivism, youth has a fantastic say in its purpose and direction. Its governor is young,
its universities—the best in the
world—are run by the students.

By BOB KAULAKIS
Staff Columnist
Every major issue here is in- good, too. And didn't those
fluenced by the young, who staunch hard-liners sit up and
make up a terrific percentage think twice when it received a
of the state's population. Here coveted Ail-American award
we find the voice of dissent— for its valiant efforts?You'dbetthat major facet of U. S. De- ter believe they did.
mocracy — crying out of the
Like every freshman class,
mouths of students, at Berke- you will be told that you are the
ley and U. C. L. A.
largest, and have more poDoes this all seem far-away— tential than any other class preat least as far away as the viously admitted. Itwillbetrue,
newsprint on the front pages of by the simple explanation that
our Eastern newspapers—but each year, more students have
still distant? Yes, it is beyond the desire to go to college, and
barriers inthat2,500-milejour- that the entrance requirements
ney, but not intangible, even at must necessarily get stricter.
Clemson. Clemson University Wonderful! What does this
is in the gradual process of be- mean? It means that more of
coming hip.
you are qualified to get into
Still on my cloud, I realized the swing of college activity.
the freshmen of 1967 would be"Go west, young man," Horcome a part of these rumblings ace Greeley once said. And so
that will make Clemson a great many seemed to take his aduniversity.
vice, that they bypassed South
Throughout the last school Carolina and made California
year, student government be- the most populous and prosgan to punch through the paper perous state in the Union. The
bag of dormancy and em- academic community started
barked on a program of re- from scratch and built itself into
sponsibility and activity. Its a fantastic intellectual empire.
leaders were recognized and We at Clemson must take what
lauded throughout the academ- we have; we cannot start from
ic community for imaginative scratch, but embark on a renlegislation and courage in the ovation, a remodeling of the
fight for its share in the hazy crumbling walls that were so
delegation of power.
stagnantly adequate until those
The Tiger roared and lashed rumblings of our student leadout at and against the apples ers last year.
it found bad in our micro-soFreshmen, making up the
ciety. It roared for those it found largest class, and the greatest

potential power core of student activity, must flow into the
mainstream of our newly-acquired commitment to usher
Clemson into a period of construction. We must build our
empire to a level of excellence

through our neophyte student
government and the flexing
muscles of The Tiger.
We must get Hip and strive
for those unprecedented heights
that will swell Clemson to its
destiny of greatness.
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G>eds Complain Of Inconveniences
In New High-Rise Dormitory

k

There are no thermostats in
the utility rooms. Consequently
it often gets cold in them. Because of this, washed clothes
mildew before they are dry.
The hooks for bathrobes are
on the outside of the shower
doors. It can be pretty embarrassing if one happens to
be an overly modest girl.
There are some good points
to consider about Manning
Hall. A coed can use one of the
kitchens provided the following
conditions are met:
(1) IF she is a member of
a sorority.
(2) IF she makes a reservation ahead of time (about
two weeks).
(3) IF she has a date and
signs out for it.
(4) IF she doesn't bake a
cake.
(5) IF she doesn't cook just
a small meal—they prefer a
large, expensive one.
(6) IF she can find the key.
The color scheme is very
interesting.
The dormitory
room walls are pale beige with
carpet to match. The halls have
bright blue carpeting which has
a tendency for matting if walked
on. The bathrooms are mus-

tard yellow; just what a coed
needs to wake her up in the
morning.
In every room there is an intercom which is used to tell a
girl when she has a phone
call on an extension phone only
and not for the pay phone. This
is usually very rare because it
is hard to get an unbusy line
into the dorm because of the
relatively small number of
phones for the large number
of girls.
The intercoms are not used
to tell a girl her date has arrived because she must wait
for him at the door. If she is
Obstinate, and refuses to come
down until she is called, she
may not get to see her date for
nearly an hour.
This is because her date has
to sign her name on a slip of
paper, and she is called when
her name is finally reached on
the list.
After she is called, it takes
approximately ten to 15 minutes to get to the first floor from
the tenth floor because the elevators seldom work, and even
then not properly. One must also consider the fact that there
is only one "operable" elevator

What Do You Mean It's Locked!

Prof Employs
Discussion
Teaching

He chose this method because
he does not believe in coercive
education or forced memorization.
This system was first used
successfully by Steirer when he
taught as an assistant at a
small men's college in Pennsylvania.
"The real purpose of teaching is to make students learn
to think," says Steirer. "A student must learn to foster the
ability to challenge and
analyze. Thought must direct
this ability, not emotion."
The ultimate goal of the system is to have the class doing
the thinking with the professor
acting merely as an arbitrator,
according to Steirer.
Steirer stressed that a discussion-method could not possibly be used in all courses,
and that each professor has his
or her own designs for grading.

Concert Series To Begin Season With
Czech Philharmonic Orchestra
Some of the world's finest musicians will bring their talents to
the Clemson University campus during Clemson's 1967-68
Concert Series.
The season's program includes such acclaimed performers as pianist Byron Janis
and the Czech Philharmonic
Orchestra, considered among
the greatest symphonic organizations. All concerts will be
held in Fike Field House at
8 p.m.
The Czech Philharmonic Orchestra opens the season Oct.
26. Featured on Nov. 16 will
be the European chamber

Draft - Dodger
Many American youths are
fleeing America into Canada to
avoid the draft. The following is
part of an interview given by
a N. Y. Times correspondent to
two of these youths.
An Interview With Two American Draft Evaders:
Background: The interview
took place in Vancouver. Richard, aged 22, was formerly a
student in Texas. He is now
working in a steel warehouse,
but plans to go back to school
in order to become a psychiatrist. Gary, 21, is a former student from California, now employed as a Teamster.
QUESTION: "Why did you
come to Canada?"
Richard: "I was dissatisfied
with the whole situation in the
U. S. The draft was the last
straw. I object to the notion
of America as the policeman of
the world, the fanatical anticommunism, and the racism in
the States. Where I come from
(Texas), the vast majority of
people are proud of their racism. Their solutiontothewarin
Vietnam is dropping the Abomb and their claims to
morality rest on a hypocritical
religion. As for my draft situation, I had received a notice to
report for induction and left for
Canada* after some personal debating between Canada and
jail."
Gary: "I came up with a student deferment, so theoretically
I'm not a draft dodger. I simply
didn't want to stay in school
and worry about marks be-

PETE'S NO. 6
DRIVE-IN
JUMBO
HAMBURGERS
BARBECUES
123 By-Pass
Easley, S. C.

"History is very adaptable to
this kind of approach, for it
contains so many controversies," he added.

group of energetic young Americans consists of a company of
50 singers, dancers, and instrumentalists in a spectacularly
staged, full-length production.
The United States Navy
Band will close the season on
March 7 with a matinee performance at 3:30 and an evening concert at 8. The group is
known the world over as one
of the leading military musical
organizations of the century.
General admission season
tickets at $7 each may be obtained by writing Box 2325,
University Station, Clemson,
S. C. Also available at $4 each
are season tickets for public
school students, college students not enrolled at Clemson,
and Clemson student wives.
Clemson students are admitted
cause of the draft. America is to the concerts upon presentanot a place to live anymore. I tion of I. D. cards.
agree with Rich about Vietnam.
Single admission tickets for
American has no legal or moral
right to be in Vietnam and the adults or students are available
January issue of Ramparts at $2.50 each.
(showing napalmed children)
settles the question of our 'humanitarian moderation'."
QUESTION: "Why did you
choose coming to Canada over
going to jail in the U. S.?"
Richard: "I was going to go
to jail until the last moment. I
didn't decide to come to Canada
until the date I had to report.
Going to jail seemed like giving
up, saying, 'I accept your sick
system'. Coming to Canada
was like saying, 'Iamahuman
being, I want to be free'."
QUESTION: "Do you feel
you made the right choice in
coming to Canada?"
Gary: "Yes. I feel proud of
myself and my friends in the U.
S. feel the choice was a good
one. Perhaps, if I had had more
money I might have gone to
Europe, but who knows?"
QUESTION: "Anything you
want to say?"
Gary: "I hope more people
come. For those who can't get
into Canada, I would hope
they find another way out. The
fewer people who comply with
the draft the better."

music group, I Solisti di
Zagreb.
Byron Janis, applauded internationally as one of the
United States' finest artistic
products, will hold the spotlight
on Dec. 4.
On Feb. 6, John ShirleyQuirk, one of England's finest
young singers, will perform. He
is much in demand for baritone
roles in opera and oratorio,
as well as recitals.
Adding to the season's
variety will be the talents of the
American Folk Ballet on Feb.
22. This new and explosive

By BILL EVANS
Staff Writer
Buford E. Trent has assumed
duties as new general secretary
of the Clemson YMCA:
Trend replaced John R. Roy
Cooper of Clemson, who retired after serving the "Y" for
40 years.
A 35 year-old Pacolet native, Trent returned from Virginia Polytechnic
Institute
where he served the past three
years as General Secretary of
the "Y" there.
Prior to his tenure at VPI, he
served as Assistant Secretary of
the Clemson "Y", leaving in
1964.

in the entire dorm.
The coeds do admit that the
air-conditioning is wonderful.
Wonder why nearly all the coeds have colds or sore throats
and are usually wrapped in
blankets?
It is the general consensus
that Manning Hall is greatly
preferable to the Clemson
House, but as one coed put it,
"I would even prefer the Field
House to the Clemson House."

By RANDY PEELE
Staff Writer
A new member of the history
department, William Steirer, is
employing a discussion-type
method of teaching in his classes.
The total grade of the student
is divided into three main categories: 50 percent class discussions, 30 percent parallel
book analysis, and 20 percent
the final exam.
Steirer uses his system as a
compelling force to bring about
cooperation from them, more
on a reward or punishment
basis.

In conclusion, Steirer said
that the grading was quite subjective, and that there had been
an excellent class approval of
the system thus far.

A Wofford graduate, Trent
said that his main reason for
returning to Clemson was that
he was "a South Carolinian at
heart." Being associated previously with Clemson, he said,
"the leadership at the Clemson
"Y" is probably the best. I've
ever known."

Shelley Graduates
With Fifty "A's 55
Donald W. Shelley of Columbia "lettered" 50 times during
his undergraduate study at
Clemson University, but his
arena was the classroom instead of the athletic field.
Only the second student in the
institution's 74-year history to
complete his studies with all
"A's" (50 of them), Shelley finished number one in his class at
Clemson's summer sessions
graduation Saturday. The R.
F. Poole Alumni scholar received the bachelor of science
degree in pre-medicine, and
plans to enter Bowman Gray
School of Medicine in WinstonSalem, N. C. this fall.
Shelley shares the unique academic accomplishment with
Joseph T. Bailey, a 1959 Clemson graduate in ceramic engineering who received his doctorate in that field at Ohio State
University last year.
For those students who believe Shelley may have found
a magic formula for instant intelligence, he offers a disheartening revelation. "There's no
big trade secrets involved," he
confides. "I had to study hard
to get it."
It wasn't always smooth sailing through academic waters
frought with such potential
grade-point hazards as physical and organic chemistry,
and quantitative analysis.
Shelley recalls several uncertain days at the 1 lthhourwhen
he entered a final examination

University Receives Grant
Clemson has received a $72,- pollution," notes Dr. Robert F.
337 training grant from the Borgman, program director
U. S. Public Health Service and Clemson associate professto support graduate study in or of food science and bioenvironmental health during chemistry.
the 1967-68 academic year.
Each traineeship provides
The award is part of a five- tuition costs and other fees, an
year package to Clemson ex- annual stipend, funds for repected to total about $350,500. search supplies, and a deThe grant supports seven stu- pendent allowance.
dents who are working toward
their doctoral degrees in the
areas of agronomy, bio-engineering, entomology, environmental systems engineering,
nutrition, animal physiology,
or water resouces engineering.
"There is an increasing need
for persons trained in these
areas due to the increasing importance of air, water and food

LYNCH DRUG COMPANY
Your Walgreen Agency
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Trent Emphasizes
Spiritual Guidance

By JUDY BEACH
Staff Writer
The girls all agree that they
prefer Manning Hall to the
Clemson House. However, because the high rise is unfinished
there are several inconveniences.
The closet doors open backwards. Therefore, a girl cannot
open her dresser drawer and
the closet door simultaneously.
Another problem is broken
locks that just happen to work
when Physical Plant workers
are repairing them. As a result,
a coed found herself in a rather
unusual situation this week.
She was locked in her room
with workers from the P-Plant.
This situation lasted longer
than expected due to the fact
that the key to the door would
not work. The Freshman Coed
could not assist the workers
as she was in bed resting and
under the covers—improperly
dressed for visitors.
Finally, after a long futile
struggle with the lock, the PPlant worker took the door
off of the hinges and escaped.
Other examples of slight inconveniences are windows that
are bolted shut and light
switches that were installed for
girls that are six feet fall.

THE TIGER

with a "B" average in a course.
With all-out effort on the exam,
he raised the semester grade to
an "A".
It wasn't Shelley's long-range
plan to become "A-perfect" student when he launched his
Clemson career, he remarks,
after receiving those first scholastic golden nuggets, he decided to give his best effort in
every subject and not worry
about final grades.
But he found this was almost
impossible as the years passed.
"I sort of had something to live
up to," says Shelley. "At times
I found myself wishing I didn't
have this thing hanging over
my head so I could just take a
course andforget about grades.
But it's something you never
quite get out of your mind."
One day, Shelley's Kappa
Delta Chi fraternity brothers
figured they had discovered the
secret of his intellectual powers
when they found him napping
with an open book covering his
face. "From then on, I was
kidded all the time about learning by osmosis," he says.
He has been-between A's—
a member of Sigma Tau Epsilon and Phi Eta Sigma honor fraternities, the student senate and its academic affairs
committee, Blue Key, the soccer
club, and was elected to Who's
Who among students in American universities and colleges,
one of the highest distinctions
a Clemson student may attain.

After looking over the campus, Trent saw few changes,
"except for a few new buildings." One change he did notice
was that "the students seem to
be more serious with their
work." He felt that this stemmed
from youth's serious outlook
on life.
Speaking about his duties at
Clemson, which also includes
coordinating campus religious
life, Trent said his job was to
be a part in helping students
to more fully understand life
and its problems.
"In order to accomplish this,
the 'Y' emphasizes four major
points: recreation, physical fit»
ness, spiritual fitness, and individual counseling."
The first point is accomplished through the Barn

and the "Y" facilities on Lake
Hartwell; the second through
the swimming pool and organized sports teams.
Individual counseling is another way the YMCA can reach
the students.
"Spiritual guidance," Trent
said, "is the most important
of the four."
Emphasizing the "Y's" nondenominational policy, he said
that making the students aware
of their responsibilities is important. Expressing his own
religious philosophy, Trent
said, "If I am a Christian, I
feel that everything I do should
reflect my Christian beliefs."
Trent stated that in relationship with the spiritual life of the
student, the "Y" was planning
religious discussions and seminars that should interest students. He also mentioned the
"Y's" role in Religious Emphasis Week, at Clemson.
The new General Secretary
said that the YMCA hoped to
expand its facilities on Lake
Hartwell and to develop it into
a well-rounded recreational
center. He hoped to include
tennis courts, boats and canoes
land perhaps a driving range.
The "Y" is also interested in
the cultural life of the student,
and Trent wants to introduce
a speaker's program, concerts
and seminars, dwelling on a
more intellectual side of life.
Since the YMCA is for the
guidance of youth, Trent feels
that the students must be up to
their responsibilities in society.
He cited several ways to accomplish this. One way is by
serving the community. He said
that the students could accomplish a great deal with younger
persons by helping them to mature.
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Clemson Adds
Soccer As
Tenth Sport
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Tiger Backfield Has New Look
Gore, Jackson Provide Speed

Clemson's soccer team is now
in training preparing for its first
official intercollegiate match
with Furman in Greenville October 6th.
At its spring meeting the athletic council voted to make soccer the Tigers' tenth sanctioned
sport after the soccer team had
been operating as a club for
three years. Ibrahim M. Ibrahim, a chemistry graduate research assistant working on his
Ph.D. at Clemson, is serving as
coach. He previously served as
coach at Shorter College in
Georgia.
The varsity team plans to
meet the Clemson foreign students in a match Saturday at
2 p.m. in preparing for its season opener.
Clemson becomes the sixth
school in the Atlantic Coast
Conference to field a soccer
team, with South Carolina and
Wake Forest being the only
non-participants.
From last year's club only
one foreign student returns to
help the team in its freshman
year of competition as a varsity spot. However, several
other players from the club are
still eligible to participate.
Returning forwards are Andy
Demori of Cliffside Park, N.
J., Mark Rubich of McGuire
AFB, N. J., Steve Stevens of
Columbia, Gary Fleetwood of
Aiken, Ken Butler of Bergenfield, N. J., and Ted Martin of
Athens, Ga. Demori and Rubich
were the leading scorers last
year.
Among the returning halfbacks are Frank Schmidt of
New Hyde Park, N. Y., Dick
Schroeder of Hightstown, N. J.,
Pete Verdee of Neptune City, N.
J., Bill Collins of Chester, Ed
Wenz of Edison, N. J., and
Claude Garrett of Waynesboro,
Va.
Returning fullbacks include
Don Mc Combs of Greenville,
Doug Fernandez of Engelwood, N. J., and a newcomer
from Lebanon, George Kammoun. Completing the varsity
lineup are goalies Gary Pace of
Greenville and Paul Smith of
Nutley, N. J.
The schedule is as follows:
Oct. 6—at Furman; 10—Erskine; 17—Duke; 20—at North
Carolina: 27 — Oglethorpe;
30—at Maryland.
Nov. 4—Warren Wilson; 17
—at N. C. State; 14—at Emory;
17—at Oglethorpe; 21—Furman.
All matches, home and away,
begin at 3 p.m. Home contests will be staged on Riggs
Field.

By SAM COPE LAND
Assistant Sports Editor
When the Clemson Tigers begin defense of their ACC crown
on Sept. 23, they will employ a
quick, fast, and experienced
backfield.
Head backfield
coach Art Baker, now in his
third season with the Tigers,
has put new punch and drive
into the Clemson attack.
This year with the addition of
new plays and formations, the
Tigers will have one of the best
and one of the most explosive
backfields in the conference.
The most easily recognizable
reason for a good backfield is
the fact that everyone in the
starting four is returning from

last year. Jimmy "Needle" Addison will be at quarterback,
and the wiry senior will try to
engineer Clemson to their second straight ACC championship.
The load of the Clemson offense will rest on the shoulders
and in the arm of Addison. According to all reports his passing should be better than last
year. The reason is because he
will have more running plays
with which to open up the defense.
In addition there is also the
possibility that Jacky Jackson
and Buddy Gore will be on the
receiving end of some of Jimmy's passes.

Addison is very effective with
the spring-out type of pass and
therefore he is good with the option play. Jimmy passes very
little from the drop-back type,
and even when he does he gets
rid of the ball so quick that it
is hard for the defenses to throw
him for a loss.
Flanker back Phil Rogers,
who had 42 catches last year,
returns for another season as
a starter. Phil played fine ball
last year, and the coaches feel
that with last year's experience
he should be a top contender
for number one receiver in the
conference. In addition to catching passes Phil can also run
with the ball.
The new look in the Tiger
backfield comes from Buddy
Gore and Jacky Jackson. Both
had experience last year as
starters as they alternated at
tailback. This year they will be
together in the same backfield,
with Gore at fullback and Jackson at tailback.
Both players are looking forward to the coming, and both
agree that it is a tough schedule. Jackson said, "I am really looking forward to this year.
We should be much faster back
here than we were last year,
and the holes should open much
quicker." The Edgefield senior continued by adding, "Our
offense will be more mobile this
year. We will have more plays
to use.
Jackson also thinks that with
him and Gore in the same backfield it will take the pressure
off of both of them. "With one of
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us in there, the defense can key
on us, but with both of us in
there, they will have to guess
which one is going to run the
ball," said Jackson.
Gore commented that he was
looking forward to playing in
the same backfield with
Jackson. Gore stated, "We have
played together since the High
School All-Star Game, and we
know what each other can do."
The former Conway star also
said that the offense should be
better because they could run inside and outside from both the
Pro-set and the I formation.
Gore also stated that the pressure would be less because they
would each run the ball about
50 per cent of the time. Gore
said, "Last year the tailback
ran the ball something like 91
per cent of the time and the defense knew it. With both of us in
there they can not key on one of
us."
Jackson and Gore agree that
quickness will be the key to the
offense. They both stated that
the backs would be quicker up
the middle. Both were also in
agreement of the fact that Bo
Ruffner could fill in for them if
the need arises. Gore commented on the fact that Ruffner
was faster this year.
The passing game is also an
important asset to Clemson's
attack. This year Addison will
have Gore and Jackson as receivers in addition to McGee,
Abrams, and Rogers. Both of
the running backs are fine re-

ceivers — according to the
coaches—and both can run with
it after they catch it.
Jackson and Gore both
agreed that the tough game
right now was the first one with
Wake Forest. They said that
Wake Forest wanted revenge
from last year. Jackson continued by saying, "Itwillbeour
first game of the season and
Wake will already have a game
of experience."
With the "new look" in the offensive backfield and the return
of most of the line, the Tigers
appear to be set for another
crack and the ACC crown and
possibly even a national ranking.

Auburn Tops Tigs
For District Title
By KEITH WATERS
After final exams last May,
most Clemson students
breathed a sigh of relief and
headed home for those longawaited summer holidays. For
the 25 boys who comprised the
Clemson baseball team the
work was just beginning.
Ahead of them were 12 games
in 14 days, including six conference games in six-days—all
on the road.
The Tigers stood 4-2 in the
conference and things looked
bleak as far as the championship was concerned. Maryland
seemed a shoo-in since they
were 8-2 with only four games
remaining. The Tigers weren't
expected in College Park until
Friday and Saturday of thefollowing week—with four gruelling conference games already
completed that week.
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When Offensive Backfield Coach Art Baker's
boys take to the field Sept. 23, Quarterback Jimmy
Addison will have the pleasant option of throwing
the ball to Flanker Phil Rogers or handing it to
Tailback Jacky Jackson or Fullback Buddy Gore.
The expected result is Clemson's flashiest offense
in recent history.

"... if you read but one book this year, Dr. Frankl's
book should be that One."

-Los Angeles Times

Man's Search for Meaning

Rogers

Addison

VIKTOR E. FRANKL

Baseball

A famous psychiatrist vividly describes his experiences in Dachau and Auschwitz and his formulation of an existential psychotherapy based on
a dynamic and humanistic view of modern man.
"A gem of dramatic narrative, focused upon the
deepest of human problems ... a compelling introduction to the most significant psychological
movement of our day."—Gordon AUport, Harvard
University
a WASHINGTON SQUARE PRESS paperback
W642

Coach Bill Wilhelm requests
that all students, including both
freshmen and upperclassmen,
who wish to try out for the
baseball team report to him immediately. He said that because
of good weather and the time
available since no games are
scheduled, a more favorable
opportunity will be offered to
prospects now than if they waited until February. A larger
team will be carried this year
due to the Atlantic Coast Conference rules change allowing
freshmen to compete in varsity
competition and abolishing the
Freshman baseball team.

600

Washington Square Press is a/so pleased to announce
the publication of the selected papers of Viktor E. Frank!:

PSYCHOTHERAPY AND EXISTENTIALISM
"Frankl expresses in an illuminating manner that which is properly
understood as the existential question."— Gabriel Marcel

$4.95 hardcover
WASHINGTON SQUARE PRESS, INC. NTO YORKVN v 1S020
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Record 90 Minutes
of music, vacation fun, lectures, reports
See Us
For New
Low Price

Coach Tom Bass Puts Frosh
Footballers Through The Paces
With the football season just and wrestling. He is married
round the corner, most college and has a son who is twenty
football fans are eagerly follow- months old.
ing reports of varsity practice
When questioned about the
sessions and scrimmages. While town of Clemson and the unicollege varsities prepare for versity's football program,
their opening games, freshmen Coach Bass replied, "I love it
squads are hard at work. Here here. The people here are downat Clemson, freshman Coach to-earth and have been good to
Tom Bass has been putting his us. As for the football proteam through the paces for al- gram, I think it's a good one.
most two weeks.
The athletes here are very
This is Coach Bass'first year strong physically. And the team
at Clemson, coming here in spirit at Clemson is as good as
February from the University I've seen."
of Tennessee where he was in
In speaking of his freshman
charge of defensive scouting. team, the coach was reluctant
He also worked with the fresh- to single out any boys yet. He
man defense, and for five years said all the boys had been very
he coached high school ball in cooperative. Coach Bass had
Tennessee.
to move many of them to difCoach Bass attended Mary- ferent positions, but they have
ville College near Knoxville, been eager to move in order
Tennessee where he lettered in to help the team. He remarked,
football, baseball, basketball "The hardest job I have to do

is to evaluate our personnel
and decide where to play them."
Coach Bass feels his job is to
prepare his freshmen to play
varsity football and soheplans
to use basically the same offenses which the Clemson varsity uses. "On offense, we will
run from the pro set, using the
I-formation and other sets. Defensively, we will use one basic
5-4 or Oklahoma defense."
As to the freshman's opening
game with Wake Forest, the
coach said that he didn't know
anything yet about the Baby
Deacons, but he was expecting
some films soon. Bass said,
"All the teams we play will be
tough, and we'll have to work
hard to beat all of them. I guess
if I had to pick the toughest,
I'd say Georgia or Georgia
Tech. Both are always strong

Chronicle
Box 2186, Clemson Univ. Station
Clemson, S. C. 29631
Parents and Friends, $3.00

The Nore/co* "Cassette-Set"!

Faculty and Staff, $1.50

Enclosed is my check payable to the CHRONICLE
for one glorious year's subscription
Name

and this year they signed some
of the best boys in the South."
Coach Tom Bass has now
had his Clemson freshmen on
the field for a little over a week
and this is the way the teams
currently line up:
On offense: TE-Neil Pendry,
Allentown, Pa.; LT-Denny Yendrek, Warren, Ohio; LG-Ronnie
Milam, Statesville, N. C; CDave
Thompson, Fairfax,
Ala.; RG-Jim Dorn, Charleston; RT-Phil Stayer, Atlanta,
Ga.; SE-Richard Crenshaw,
Pendleton; QB-Jimmy Barnette,
Pendleton, or Don Wiggins; FBJim Sursavage, Andrews, N.
C; TB-Ray Yauger, Uniontown, Pa., or Rich Egler; FlkRonnie Yow, Gibsonville, N.
C.
On defense: LE-George Dueworth, Anderson; LT-DaveMcMahan,
Sevierville, Tenn.;
LLB-Larry Hefner, Charlotte,
N. C; MG-Ralph Daniel, Lavonia, Ga.; RLB-Ben Watson,
North Augusta; RT-Steve Lewter, Clarkston, Ga.; RE-Mickey
Norris, Cheraw; LS - Dale
■ Henry, Maggie Valley, N. C,
LC-Roger Wilson, Pendleton;
RS-Randy Wright, Anderson;
and RC-Tommy Peterson, Tallahassee, Fla.
Sursavage is the brother of
varsity defensive end Butch
Sursavage, Ducworth's brother, Ronnie, is also a defensive
end for the varsity; while Peterson is the son of Florida State
coach Bill Peterson.

It would be a tired group that
pulled into Maryland for those
two games and the Terps knew
it. They had reason to be confident. Clemson almost needed
a miracle to win.
The test of stamina began
Wednesday, May 3, with a 2-1
win over Georgia in Athens.
Then a 4-0 victory over Duke
and a rainout with Wake Forest
followed. Nelson Gibson and
Charlie Watson stopped Tech
on a no-hitter on graduation
day in Atlanta, 3-0.
Sunday, the Tigers boarded
a bus for UNC and the crucial
do-or-die six conference games.
UNC helped us tremendously
by bumping off Maryland,
leaving the Terps 8-3. We were
now 5-2. Bill Parmer shut out
UNC 2-0 that Monday for our
third consecutive shutout.
Things looked dim the following Tuesday as the Tigers
trailed N. C. State 5-1 in the
seventh, but a seven run outburst gave us an 8-5 win, and
kept our hopes and dreams
alive.
We stopped Virginia 7-2 and
2-0 on Wednesday and Thursday and rolled into College
Park as expected—weary and
tired. Now we were contenders,
and we stood 9-2 and held first
place by a half of a game over
Maryland. Bill Parmer was
again the hero as he stopped
Maryland 2-1, aided by some
sloppy fielding by the home
team and a game-ending
double play by Gary Helms.
Saturday's game was not a
mere formality, as we had to
win to prevent a possible tie.
We did, thanks to a grand
slam homer by Buster Smith
and a tree-run clout by Gary
Helms. After a split with Virginia Tech on Monday and
Tuesday, we went home happy,
awaiting the upcoming District
III playoffs in Gastonia.
We were now 26-7, conference
champs, and ranked third in
the nation. Ranks mean nothing in the playoffs, however,
as the sixth Florida State Seminoles showed us in the opening
round, 5-3. Auburn and West
Virginia, the other two representatives battled 12 innings before the fifth ranked War Eagles
won.
It was do-or-die for us and
we knew it. We stopped West
Virginia 5-0 and after a hasty
meal and quick change of uniform we came back to face the
Florida State Seminoles, who
had been severely beaten by
Auburn. Some gutty pitching
by Gibson and Pete Myers gave
us a 6-4 win.
Monday dawned bright and
sunny, but little did we know
that it would be after 1 a.m.
before the winner would be determined. It meant a trip to Omaha and the College World
Series, and we wanted it badly.
We needed to beat Auburn twice
to win.
Thanks to Helms two-run
homer and another great relief
job from Myers, we downed our
rival Tigers 3-2. One more to
go. Charlie Watson started for
us and Q. V. Lowe for Auburn.
We broke early and had a 3-1
lead after the first. McCall's
shot in the fourth made it 4-1.
We led 4-2 in the eighth, only
to give up the tying runs on a
two run, homer by shortstop
Scotty Smith of Auburn.
Myers came in for his third
consecutive relief job and
tamed Auburn until the thirteenth. Meanwhile, we missed
opportunities in the ninth and
tenth. We had the bases loaded
with one out in the ninth, and
two on with one out in the tenth,
but we could not score.
We lost 6-5 in 13 innings,
despite Rusty Adkins' homerun in the thirteenth. It was all
over, and we had just barely
missed our second "miracle" in
two weeks. Many tears were
shed, but we had done our
best. This had been the team
that no one expected to win
half its games. No one except
the players themselves. We finished 29-9 and seventh in the
nation.
It's fall again and football
is in the air. We all await that
first Saturday when the Tigers
race down that purple and
orange blanket in Death Valley. In front of the field house
the crack of the bat can still be
heard. It is fall practice for the
1968 session of the Clemson
Tiger baseball team.

Street and Town
State and Zip Code
NEW
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RENEWAL

FACULTY.

PARENT.

HARVEY'S RESTAURANT
We cater to banquets of 12-250

CARRY-CORDER '150'
Cassette loading cordless.
Up to 90 minutes of high
quality recording/playback
oer cassette. Dynamic
nicrophone. Carryingcase.
Patch cord. 3 lbs. Constant
speed. 80-10,000 cps.

CONTINENTAL '350'
Solid state compact cassette loading. 2-track, mono record/playback.
Up to 90 minutes per cassette.
60-10,000 cps. Dynamic omnidirectional microphone. Vu meter.
Automatic record control. Sound
deflector. Teakwood cabinet.

I

CONTINENTAL '450'
Stereo-mono/record-playback. 60
or 90 minute compact cassette.
Automatic pop-out cassette opera
tion. Solid state. 2 satellite speakers
in matching teak cabinets. Stereo
record level control. Vu meter.
60-10.000 cos.
I

WELCOME FRESHMEN

See Skelton's for Fans, Desk Lamps, Clemson Chairs, F/M Radios,
Record Players, Dinette Sets, G.E. TV - Stereos
Also Goodyear Tires, Wheel Alignment, etc.

SKELTON'S HOME AND AUTO STORE
Clemson, S. C.

114 College Ave.
Phone 654-2034

SILVER

Easley, S. C.

Highway 123

Your Jeweler While In Clemson

Phone 269-9916

The Finest Gift Selection
Gifts for All Occasions

BONNIE BRAE GOLF CLUB

CHINA

WATCHES

COLLEGE SEAL JEWELRY

DIAMONDS

FINE JEWELRY

WATCH AND JEWELRY REPAIR

CLEMSON JEWELERS
The Country Gentleman's Jeweler

"18 Hole Championship Course"
Unexcelled Greens and Driving Range
Pro Shop with Snack Bar
Rental Clubs
Electric and Pull Carts
OPEN YEAR ROUND
ANNUAL AND DAILY MEMBERSHIP
LOCATED 8 MILES FROM DOWNTOWN GREENVILLE
FORK SHOALS ROAD
277-9838
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Mass And Olszewski Selected On
Pre-Season All- American Team

TRAILING
THE

Loaded!! Can't Miss!! Best Team Ever!!
These are just some of the superlatives that have
been used to describe this year's team even.
though the season has yet to begin.
This writer, for one, knows that this TIGER
i Team can and will live up to its press releases.
I Why? I'll tell you.
Last year the Tigers saw a long awaited bowl
! bid slip through their fingers due to a second
! half collapse against the Wolf pack from N.C.
I State. They also witnessed a nationally ranked
| yellow jacket team ease past them for a 13-12
I win despite being outplayed the entire after; noon. Those two losses hurt the Tigers more
I than the figures on the scoreboard indicated, and
! the Tigers are out for revenge this season.
All the teams in the conference have boasted
! that Clemson has a "good" team, but they can be
beat. However, this year the Tigers are going
! to be very hard to beat for one simple reason—
they're hungry—for another ACC Championship
! and especially for a bowl bid which has not hap! pened since 1959.
These Tigers have a lot of pride. Most of
! them have played together for three years, and
! this is their last chance to prove that they are
j the best in the ACC. The champion always has
pretenders to the throne and this year is no different. Wake Forest has already sent out warnings to the Bengals and the Wolfpack that they
are going to make it two in a row over the Tigers.
Duke is improved this year as is Virginia, U.
N. C, and U. S. C. The Tigers have got their
hands full, but this Tiger team has sweated too
long and too hard to let any pretenders take
the crown off of their head.
The Tigers have everything the coaches can
give them, but they must have the whole-hearted
support of the student body if this year's team is
to be the great one we want it to be. This means
our team needs support at practice, pep rallies,
and especially at the games, home and away.
Even most of our away games are within 200
miles of Clemson. Most Tiger fans don't realize
how much it helps the team for them to go to
practice and show an active interest in the team.
As many students as possible should try to attend the two big away games of the season
against arch rival U.S.C. and arch enemy Georgia Tech.
Last year, as all of you know, the Tigers rolled
over the punchless birds, but this year they
must travel to the Sinful City to play Coach.
Dietzel's second dream team. The last time the
Bengals traveled to Carolina they lost by one
point, 17-16, when a two point conversion attempt failed.
At Tech last year the Tigers lost another cliff
hanger by the narrow margin of 13-12. These
two scores are just one indication of how tough
road games can be and more reason why all
Tiger fans should follow the team at home and
on the road.

Clemson's stellar linemen,
Wayne Mass and Harry
Olszewski, could pass for body
guards. After all, when the 1967
football season begins September 23, that'll be their main
assignment.
Mass, who hails from Greenville but played high school
ball for Edmunds High of Sumter, was on two all-America lists
last season and Playboy Magazine has him on their 1967
team.
Olsqewski wasn't slighted by
pre-season polls. He too made
the Playboy all-America squad
and is rated by ACC coaches
as the best guard in the conference.
Coach Howard welcomed 45
lettermen back this year and
naturally the 1966 ACC
champion Tigers were picked
by all polls to repeat the conference conquest this fall.
Onto the scene come Mass
and Olszewski again. Being
members of that huge fold of
lettermen Wayne and Harry
give Clemson's offensive line
two anchors which can only
predict ACC crowns and winning records.
Getting back to Mass, although his high school record
is fading into the past as the
pro scouts glance his way, a
look at his prep credentials is
impressive.
You name it and Wayne Mass
made it in High School, allstate, all-America, Shrine Bowl,
North-South, and Sumter's
most valuable lineman to boot.
From the time Mass was on
campus he was a starter. He
played on one of the best freshman teams ever at Clemson in
1964. Moving to the varsity in
1965 he claimed the starting
right tackle position and has

Mass
held it ever since.
At the guard slot, Harry
Olszewski works quietly as the
season nears. After being
tabbed as one of Clemson's
all-time great guards, he found

CLEMSON

swearing in of Miss Mickey
Woodham, of Hartsville, S. C,
as Honorary LTC. Miss Woodham is the sponsor of the
Fourth Regimental Headquarters and a member of the Angel
Flight.
For outstanding work last
year, a Silver Achievement
award was presented to LTC
Calhoun and Bronze Achievement Awards were presented to
MAJ. Jordan, MAJ. Schoper,
CPT. Carol D. Copeland, of
Clinton and 1 LT. Joseph C.
Leyh, of Charleston.
The Fourth Regiment, which
includes fifteen schools in Alabama, Georgia, Tennessee, and
the Carolinas, was judged the
top regiment in the National
Society of Pershing Rifles during the past school year.
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HC—HOMECOMING GAME

N. C. STATE

SOUTH
CAROLINA

WAKE FOREST
At Raleigh,NC(N)

N. C. STATE
Away

N. CAROLINA
Home

IOWA STATE
Home (N)

S. CAROLINA
Away (N)

BUFFALO
Home

N. CAROLINA
Home (N)

ARMY
Away

CLEMSON
Away

MARYLAND

VIRGINIA

WAKE FOREST

DUKE
At Raleigh,NC(N)

SEPT. 23

WAKE FOREST
Home

MICHIGAN
Away

SEPT. 30

GEORGIA
Horn*

S. CAROLINA
Home

OKLAHOMA
Away

TULANE
Home

FLA. STATE
Away (N)

DUKE
Away

BUFFALO
Home

HOUSTON
Away (Sept. 29-N)

GEORGIA TECH
Away

ARMY
Away

SYRACUSE
Home

VANDERBILT
Home

HOUSTON
Away (N)

GEORGIA
Away

WAKE FOREST
Away (N)

VIRGINIA
Home (N)

OCT. 14

AUBURN
Away

VIRGINIA
Away

N. C. STATE
Home (HC)

AIR FORCE
Away

MARYLAND
Away

FLA. STATE
Away (N)

DUKE
Home (HC)

MEMPHIS
Away (N)

OCT. 21

DUKE
Away

CLEMSON
Home (HC)

N. CAROLINA
Away

MARYLAND
Home (HC)

WAKE FOREST
Home (N)

VIRGINIA
Home (N) (HC)

S. CAROLINA
Away (N)

N. C. STATE
Away (N)

ALABAMA
Home

N. C. STATE
Away

S. CAROLINA
Away (N)

WAKE FOREST
Home

DUKE
Home (HC)

MARYLAND
Home (N)

V.M.I.
Home

N. CAROLINA
Away

N. CAROLINA
Away

GEORGIA TECH
Awau

PENN STATE
Home

CLEMSON
Home

VIRGINIA
Away

WAKE FOREST
Away (N)

N. C. STATE
Home

S. CAROLINA
Home (N) (HC)

NOV. 11

MARYLAND
Home (HC)

NAVY
At Norfolk, Va.

CLEMSON
Away

VIRGINIA
Away

PENN STATE
Away

N. CAROLINA
Home

TULSA
Away

NOV. 18

N. C. STATE
Home

N. CAROLINA
Home

WAKE FOR=ST
Away (Nov. 17-N)

DUKE
Away

CLEMSON
Away

NOV. 25

S. CAROLINA
Away

OCT.

7

OCT. 28

NOV.

4

ALABAMA
Away

TULANE
Away

CLEMSON
Home

MARYLAND
Away

Olszewski

Grads Participate
In Boeing Program
Clemson University graduate
students William R Smith and
Billy Joe Holmes are among a
group of 34 college students
and faculty members who participated in the Boeing Company's recent Summer Program in Huntsville, Alabama..
Studying in mechanical engineering at Clemson, Smith
worked with the fluid-mechanical systems group on Boeing's
Saturn V moon rocket program.
Holmes, studying in mathematics, worked with the structural dynamics group on Boeing's program.
As a prime Saturn V contractor to the National Aeronautics and Space Administration on Project Apollo, The Boeing Company is performing

size and speed in the backfield,
which we hope will offset some
of the inexperience."
SOUTH CAROLINA
COACH PAUL DIETZEL:
"We will be skinny in size and
numbers but we will be quicker.
If we can stay healthy, we will
be much improved over last
year, but we will not be able to
stand many serious injuries. I
wouldn't trade our offensive
backfield of quarterback Mike
Fair, halfbacks Benny Galloway and Ben Garnto, and fullback Warren Muir for any
other. Our 'BG' boys Galloway
and Garnto, are two very fine
runners and receivers."
WAKE FOREST
COACH BILL TATE: "This
is by far the best squad we have

Tryouts for the Varsity and
Freshman swimming team will
be held Tuesday, September 5,
1967, at 5:00 p.m. in the YMCA
Pool.
Since freshmen will be eligible
for varsity competition this season, it is hoped that there will
be a large turnout for the tryouts. No previous competitive
experience is necessary to compete, although it helps. All that
is needed is the desire to become
a good swimmer through hard
work.
There are many good swimmers among the upper classmen who never competed and
they are especially urged to try
out for the team.
This year's swimming team
bids to be much improved over
last year's team—the finest in
many years. To make this
year's team better, it will need
the help of all good swimmers,
both freshmen and varsity, in
the student body.
N. C. STATE
COACH EARLE EDWARDS:
"We have no way of knowing
how well we can replace our
nine lettermen loses on offense,
four of whom were all-AC C
selections. With so many new
offensive men being used in
the spring, we don't know
whether we're testing our defense. But we have reason to
hope we can be sound defensively. I believe tackle Dennis Byrd,
safety Art McMahon and Pete
Sokalsky,
and linebacker
Chuck Amato are as strong at
their positions as anyone in
our area. We will have more

had in our four years herel
at Wake Forest. We were f
pleased with the results ofl
spring practice in which we|
were able to fully convert to offensive and defensive platoons
for the first time. Injuries caused
some concern, and we'll have to
wait to see if AU-ACC defensive
tackle Robert Grant and senior
guard Don 'Hensley are fully
recovered.
Cross Country
Next Monday the Cross
Country team will begin practice with four lettermen returning:
Paul Kozma, Bruce
Lowry, Tom Murrell, Marion
Miller. They are coached by
Pee Wee Greenfield. The first
meet is against Georgia Tech
October 5, 1967.

For TIGER-rrific Service

See Patterson Realtors
& Insurance
HIGHEST STANDARDS
OF PROFESSIONAL SERVICE

201 College Ave.

campus advice....

MARYLAND
Home(Nov. 17-N)

complete your back-to-college wardrobe
from our selection

Intramurals To
Begin On Monday

CLEMSON SHOE SERVICE
(Downtown Clemson)

WELCOME FRESHMEN!!
WE HAVE

•
dots are finesse factors indicating
inefficiency of sports staff

Jarman Shoes - Thorn McAn Shoes
f nnverte-ll. 5. Keck and

suits by

nottingham

sport coats by

-

bruce douglas — griffon — nottingham

slacks by

corbin — berle

sweaters by

coxmoore — alan paine — thane
heathmoor — damon

shirts by

gant — eagle — holbrook

rainwear by

P.F.F lyers

Dinners $1.00

and SHCIES for aill your special

(1 Meat, 3 Vegetables)
Served 11:30 A.M. to 3:00 P.M.
PIZZAS
Clemson By-Pass

654-9833

FINE FOOD..

mm semc£ -

TIME DRIVE-IN
Under New
Management
Specials Every Week
Orders To Go
N. First St.
Seneca, S. C.

Despite |\
fiendish torture
dynamic BiC Duo
writes first time,
every time!
BIC'S rugged pair of
stick pens wins again
in unending war
against ball-point
skip, clog and smear.
Despite horrible
punishment by mad
scientists, BIC still
writes first time, every
time. And no wonder.
BIC'S "Dyamite" Ball
is the hardest metal
made, encased in a
solid brass nose cone.
Will not skip, clog
or smear no matter
what devilish abuse
is devised for them § F:
by sadistic students.
Get the dynamic
BIC Duo at your
campus store now.

london fog

shoes by

phi bates — taylor-made — bass (weejuns)

belts by

WATERMAN-BIC PEN CORP.

«pg

MILFORD. CONN,

f ^

damon — rivetz

casual jackets by

lakeland — london fog

ttralters & fjtUman

occas ions
WE ALSO DO ALL TYP ES OF SHOE . REPAIR

:

canterbury — hirdes

neck wear by

SCOTTY'S RESTAURANT

V.

In Insurance
and
Real Estate
Needs

for the man who cares about his appearance
VIRGINIA
Home

major systems engineering and
integration functions at the
Marshall Space Flight Center
in Huntsville.
The first Apollo/Saturn V is
scheduled to be launched from
Cape Kennedy later this year.
The Summer Student-Faculty
Program is a special project of
Boeing Industrial Relations
and Engineering organizations
designed to bring the academic
and industrial communities together at Boeing for mutual
benefit.
Seventeen colleges and universities across the country are
represented in this year's program at Huntsville.

Sports Shorts

Install New Officers
The Fourth Regimental
Headquarters of the Pershing
Rifles officially installed new
officers for the coming year on
Wednesday, August 30. Administering the oath of office was
Col. Philip H. Grant, commander of the Fourth Regiment.
The new officers are LTC
Robert A. Calhoun, of Metter,
Ga., executive officer; MAJ.
Joseph W. Jordan, of Marion,
personnel officer; MAJ. Tyre D.
Lee, of Chester, expansion officer; MAJ. Gregory D. Schoper,
of Clemson, operations officer;
MAJ. Edwin A. Farnell of Clemson, supply officer; and MAJ.
Charles A. Newton, of Deltona,
Fla., public information officer.
A special feature of the commissioning ceremonies was the

In the South Carolina battle
last season, Olszewski's alertness paid off in points. He
humiliated the battered Gamecocks when he picked off his
own team's fumble in mid-air
and charged across the goal
line untouched.
Says Olszewski about this
season, "It's all pretty clear.
Everybody is gunning for us,
especially Georgia and Alabama, and we've got to back
up all these high predictions. A
couple of magazines picked us
in the top 12 and in the nation.
It'll take some great football
week after week tobackthatup.
"But we have a lot of depth
and although there have been a
few first team changes since last
year, we're solid at every position.
"I think Coach Howard has a
boy from the student body trying out at punter and if he can
come through we're gonna be
rough."
Olszewski's interior line mate
Mass says, "You never know
how it's gonna go until after
the first couple of games. And
then you can't make any big
predictions because a couple of
key injuries can change the
whole picture."
"But we're planning on staying healthy this fall and I think
Clemson fans are in for some
good football.
"You know, they say an interior lineman doesn't have as
much fun as the backs, but we
kind of enjoy moving those
enemy defenses around out
there. We know it takes a super
effort from each man on the field
to win and we pull together."
Wake Forest brings its best
football team in recent years to
Death Valley Sept. 23. The following week Clemson runs
head on into Georgia, ranked
fifth in the nation. But with
Mass and Olszewski leading the
way, the goal lines may look a
lot closer this season—no matter who's defending them.

■

NORTH
CAROLINA

DUKE

last year that living up to such
a reputation meant moving
men like they were balsa wood
when the Clemson offense was
in gear.

PR Headquarters

1967 Atlantic Coast Conference Football Schedule
SATURDAY
DATE!)
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CCHR Provides Assistance
To The Underprivileged

Sept. 1, 1967

By JOHN NORTON
The Clemson Council on Human Relations was organized two years ago
with the goal of providing dialogue between the races and improving the
lot of the underprivileged and disadvantaged citizens in and around Clemson.

McCabe Triplets May
Confuse Professors
. Almost certain to cause
some confusion of identity
among the Clemson University faculty and student
body are the freshmen McCabe triplets of Kingstree
(left to right): William,
PERMANENT PRESS
SLACKS & SHIRTS
Also
SOCKS & UNDERWEAR

JUDGE KELLER
Downtown Clemson

John, and Keith. They are
among the 1,800 freshmen enrolled for the 75th
academic session at Clemson.
The triplets have gone
against the tradition of
similarity—each is housed
in different dormitory locations and is pursuing
different areas of study.
John is majoring in electrical engineering, Keith
in pre-medicine, and William in ants and sciences.
They are recent graduates
of Kingstree High School,
and the son of Dr. and
Mrs. Thomas G. McCabe.

The CCHR is a chapter of
the S. C. Council of Human Relations and is composed of
Negro and white citizens in the
Clemson community.
Among the members of the
Clemson Council on Human
Relations are University instructors, local clergymen,
prominent businessmen, and
many local citizens. One member, English professor Dr. A.
H. Holt, commented on the role
of the Council: "We are trying
to give them decent ports into
society."
In keeping with their policy
to aid the disadvantaged, the
Council established a tutorial
program in the summer of 1966
to aid underprivileged students
in math, English and science.
This program has since been
taken over by the Wesley Foundation.
A day-care center was proposed to provide working families with a place to leave their
children during working hours,
but never materialized.

man Relations meets once a
month at various churches in
the area with an average attendance of between seventy to
one hundred people. "Ourmain
purpose," said Dr. Holt, "is
keeping the lines of communication open."
The Rev. Lawrence Pettigrew,
President of the CCHR, stated
his personal philosophy:
"When people learn to love each
other, and forget hate, we will

These pictures were taken at a picnic for members of the Clemson Council on Human Relations.
The picnic was held Sunday at Twin Lakes and
was attended by about 50 members. (Photos by
Campbell and Boyles)

A member of the Council, Dr.
Mark Steadman of the University English department,
said that the Council is not an
activist group and had a rather
moderate program which was
designed to improve racial relations and uplift the Negro's
position in society.
This program includes talks
with various business and industries about the possibilities
of Negro employment and furnishing information to the
Negroes about available jobs.
Other projects include aid in
promoting the compulsory
school law, and helping the
Negroes develop a feeling of
citizenship by encouraging
them to register and vote.
The Clemson Council on Hu-

$50.00 REWARD
For information leading to recovery of
Honda 'Trail 90" CT200-133064
See O. Jones in E-504.

DIVERS DEN
Sporting Goods
"All your sporting needs'9
Clemson

College Ave.

L. C. MARTIN DRUG COMPANY
THE REXALL STORE
Serving Clemson Students Since 1908 "With A Smile ??

Agents for the Clemson Ring
School
Supplies

Clemson Pennants

Cosmetics & Perfumes

Only Soda Fountain
In Downtown Clemson

1/
\

Magazines
Buxton Wallets
COMPLETE PHOTO DEPARTMENT
Fast Service on Film Developing

Stationery

•mm

Film, Paper, Chemicals
Franchisee! KODAK Dealer

We Cash Checks For Clemson Students

Clemson Decals
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Rats Speak Out About
Clemson's Rat System
(Continued from page 1)
grown up enough to concentrate so much time on
studying, and take the responsibility of doing it on
our own, I think we are
grown up enough not to
have to run silly errands
for upperclassmen and
cheer continuously at
meals and not be able to
half eat. Also, college is
very hard to get accustomed to, and the Rat Season as it is makes it even
worse."
"Generally, rat responsibilities are good for the
individual and/or University as a whole. However, some of the demands
made on rats are unreasonable, ridiculous and
useless. Moreover, they do
nothing to mold freshmen
into 'ClemsonGentlemen',

as Edgar McGee said in
stating the initial purpose
of Rat Season. An example of an unreasonable
task would be counting the
number ofwindows in a
dormitory or the number
of bricks it took to write

out "Clemson" on the
laundry smokestack. The
only real benefits from
such tasks are headaches
and eye strain, a lot of
wasted time, and a little
arithmetic education."

A young Clemson maiden runs terrified from the dark
waters of ye olde Loch Hartwell as the horrible Creature
of the Loch attacks our fair city. Scientists have been
puzzled over the exact zoological classification of the Creature but have given it the name "Raltus Baldus." (Photo
by Hodges)

Perry Reynolds and Kitty Epps seem to be enjoying themselves as they sit among
the branches of a tree near Lake Hartwell. Why did they climb the tree? Who
knows? Girls and boys do strange things together. (Photo by Hodges)

ECON HEAD
Toe Kwan Do Club To
Have Demonstration
The Clemson Toe Kwan Do
Club will solicit new members
following a demonstration during the week of Sept. 11.
Toe Kwan Do is an ancient
form of unarmed combat practiced for centuries in Korea.
Translated from Korean,
"Toe" means to jump, kick or
smash with the foot. "Kwan"
denotes a fist. For the purposes
of this combat, it is interpreted
as punching or destroying with
the hand.

Why Are These People Angry?

"Do" is translated to mean an
art Toe Kwan Do is a technique of self defense involving
skilled application of punches,
flying kicks, blocks, dodges,
and interceptions with the
hands, arms, and feet.
On Sept. 9, at 8 p.m. in the
Greenville Memorial Auditorium, the Southeastern Karate
Championships will be held.
Admission will be $3.00 for
adults and $2.00 for children.
The Clemson club will enter
a team which will consist of
Lance DuVall — first degree
black belt, Richard Dales—sec-

ond degree brown belt, Mike
Watts — third degree brown
belt and blue belts Bill Tillman and Jim Lindsay.
In the past, the Clemson chapter has entered competitions in
the Atlantic Coast Karate
Championships in Beaufort,
and the N. C. State Championships at Kings Mountain, N. C.
Richard Dales took first place
in the brown belt competition in
all these events.
Toe Kwan Do, a highly
skilled art, is considered the
ultimate in unarmed defense.

SLOAN'S
MEN'S WEAR
Clemson Striped Ties
Clemson Tie Tacks
Clemson Sweat Shirts
College Avenue
Clemson

Dr. Harvey J. Wheeler, a
member of the Clemson University faculty since 1960, has
been appointed head of the newly established department of
economics in the Clemson
School of Industrial Management and Textile Science.
The announcement was made
Friday by Dr. Wallace D. Trevillian, dean of the School of
Industrial Management and
Textile Science.

MAC'S DRIVE-IN
BURGERS, BARBECUES
AND
DINNERS TO GO

Served in a Jiffy
Pendleton Rd.

Clemson

PARENTS
Let The Tiger Tell You What Your Kid Is Supposed To
Be Doing; And All For Only Four Bucks A Year
NAME

STREET & NUMBER

STATE & ZIP CODE

THE TIGER
P.O. BOX 2097
CLEMSON. S. C. 29631

FILL OUT, CLIP, AND MAIL TO:

$2.97
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Three Receive Air Force Awards
AIR FORCE AWARDS
Air Force Major Charles D.
Parker, a 1954 Clemson graduate, received the Distinguished
Flying Cross, the Air Force
Commendation Medal, and the
Air Medal for outstanding
achievement and meritorious
service while flying combat missions in South Vietnam.
Captain William L. Wilson,
a 1959 USC graduate, received
the Bronze Star medal for outstanding service in South Vietnam.
Staff Sergeant James E. Teal
received the Joint Services Commendation Medal for meritorious service during a recent
European duty tour.
FORENSIC SOCIETY
The Calhoun Forensic Society will have a Drop-In on
Tuesday, Sept. 5, at 7 p.m.
in Room 0-106 of the Office
Building. All interested students
are invited. Previous experience
in debating is not necessary.
AF STAFF ADDITION
Staff Sergeant Beverly L.
Miller has recently joined the
AFROTC administrative staff
at Clemson University. He will
serve as NCOIC of Cadet Records while at Clemson.
AG ED CLUB COOKOUT
The Clemson Agricultural
Education Club will have its
annual cookout on Tuesday,
Sept. 5, from 7:30-9:30 p.m. at
the YMCA Recreation Area. All
members, including freshmen,
are urged to attend.
Old members should report to
Room F-149, P&AS Building,
to sign if they are going to attend, bring a date, or need
transportation.

This is one of the many photo panels that will be ea
exhibition in the Rudolph Lee Gallery. The artists for
this design were Saarinen and Associates.

Deere And Co.

Rudolph Lee Gallery To Present
Architecture And The Arts Awards
The Rudolph Lee Gallery will
feature Architecture and the
Arts Awards 1965 in'the Clemson School of Architecture.
The exhibit, a presentation of
150 photopanels portraying
outstanding achievements in
the building arts selected from
the 63rd Gold Medal Competition, will be exhibited from

Sept. 4 through Sept. 24.
Sponsored by the Architectural League of New York,
the exhibition will circulate
throughout the United States
under the auspices of the American Federation of Arts.
Each project is usually depicted by two or more photographs of both exterior and in-

terior views accompanied by
floor and site plans.
The theme of the exhibition
is topinpointtheprogressmade
during the past three years in
the interrelated arts of architecture and interior design, engineering, sculpture, landscape
architecture, mural painting,
and design and crafts.
The Gold Medal juries, af-

CAR POOL
All students interested in commuting from Greenville to
Clemson are requested to contact Tommy Wilson at 2336138 by Sept. 4.

ter considering more than 70
invited and open entries, voted
23 awards in the 1965 competition.
After this presentation the Lee
Gallery will include such works
as Kenzo, Tange, Guerrero
Stones, Southern Sculpture,
Architecture in South Carolina,
and
the American Poster
among others.

Pershing Rifles Have Twice Been
The National Drill Champions
er, General John J. Pershing,
is "to foster a spirit of friendship and cooperation among
men of the military department,
and to maintain a highly efficient drill company".
Clemson University's Company C-4 is in its 28th year as

WSBF Program Notes
WSBF-FM 88.1 MC.

-

WSBF-CCAM 600 KC.

"The Best In Music—24 Hours a Day, EVERY Day"
Live Programming:
Monday thru Friday—
7:00 AM to 9:00 AM -"Timekeeper"
12:00 PM to 1:00 PM— 'Master Control News"
1:00 PM to 5:00 PM— "The Super Score Survey"
5:00 PM to 8:00 PM— 'Downbeat"
8:00 PM to 8:15 PM—' 'Master Control News"
8:15 PM to 10:00 PM 'Nitebeat"
10:00 PM to Midnite ■ "Stardust"
Saturday—
7:00 AM to 9:00 AM- "Timekeeper"
Noon
to 9:00 PM- "The Great 88"
9:00 PM to Midnite
"Offbeat"
Sunday—
12:30 PM to 1:00 PM— 'Lifeguides"
1:00 PM to 4:00 PM— 'Concert in High Fidelity"
4:00 PM to 7:00 PM—' 'Sunday Cavalcade"
7:00 PM to 8:00 PM— 'Sounds of the 20th Century"
8:00 PM to 8:15 PM- 'Master Control News"
8:15 PM to 10:00 PM- 'Nitebeat"
10:00 PM to Midnite - 'Stardust"

a part of the National Society
of Pershing Rifles and is one of
the many highly-trained precision drill units that compose
this organization.
Since the appearance of the
Pershing Rifles at Clemson, the
company's trophy cases have
filled rapidly. At the present
time, the unit claims well over
175 trophies.
These trophies are symbols
of honors won during national
competition in Washington, D.
C, and in regimental competition.
Company C has twice been
National Drill Champions, and
has won first place at the Fourth
Regimental Drill Meet for 11 of
the past 13 years.
First place honors were
brought home from the Monroe
Invitational Drill Meet in Monroe, N. C, and from the first
Clemson University Invitational Drill Meet, which company
C-4 hosted and coordinated.
As a Clemson tradition, the
PR's perform at Homecoming,
the Carolina game, and at the

NEWS—Generally on-the-hour

THEJU4ZtSNEVER
BAR&WVEDEOtt

SPORTS—Weekdays —7:45 & 8:45 AM, 12:55, 8:10 &
11:05 PM
Saturdays- —7:45 & 8:45 AM, Midnite
Sundays- 8:10 & 11:05 PM

LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY

All Forms of Life & Hospitalization Insurance

College Avenue
ASK ABOUT COASTAL'S

EXECUTIVE INVESTOR PLAN
(No war exclusion)
"FOR INFORMATION CALL"

Sw. -Iff

(Bus.) 654-3098

Res. Lewis Rd

654-4192

JOE EDENS
Greenville Highway
BLAKE MORGAN
207 Ridgeway Drive

(Bus.) 654-3099

EIIEIT

CHMIEI

CDA DROP-IN
The Central Dance Association will have a drop-in Tuesday, Sept. 5, from 8-10 p.m. in
the CDA Room located in the
basement of the 7th Dorm. All
juniors with a graduating GPR
are invited.
RADIO CLUB
The Clemson Amateur Radio
Club will meet on Monday,
Sept. 1, in the basement of the
MS Building at 8 p.m.
Speaker for the meeting will
be Jim Miller of Clemson, who

METR0C0L0R

Clemson Theatre

(Bus.) 654-4238

NEW
EASY-TO-USE KODAK
INSTAMATIC
"S'Caiiieras

Sleek & Streamlined

FOR A DRY
HAIR DRESSING?

We have it!

S-10. S-20

No oil,

TAU BETA PI
There will be a meeting of all
Tau Beta Pi members on Monday, Sept. 4, at 7 p.m. in the
Tau Beta Pi Room.
USC TICKETS
Tickets to the South CaroUna
game will go on sale on the
Loggia next week and may be
picked up according to the following schedule: seniors, Monday; juniors, Tuesday; sophomores, Wednesday; freshmen,
Thursday. Tickets will also be
on sale Friday.
REPORTS DUE
All presidents of recognized
campus organizations must
turn in their annual organization reports as soon as possible. Deadline is Sept. 14.

Adds body to hair.
Ask any barber
at

Come see these fashionable
cameras... in complete
ffashcube outfits I

Photographic Dealer
105

E. Whitner St.

For Over 50 Years
Phone 424-0707

Anderson, S.C.

DROP-IN
There will be a drop-in for all
interested students at the A.P.O.
lounge across from the Rifle
Range in the basement of sixth
barracks from 7:00-9:30 p.m.
Monday and Tuesday, the
fourth and fifth of September.
Alpha Phi Omega is a national
service fraternity dedicated to
the ideals of scouting; however,
one does not have to have been
a part of the scouting movement to become a member.
The Gamma Lambda chapter is interested in Clemson men
who are willing to join a progressive fraternity and work for
a better Clemson University.
•Officers and brothers will be
present at the drop-in to answer
any questions.

Your Headquarters for School Supplies and
Household Items at DISCOUNT PRICES
RULED

Notebook Paper
500 and 520 Sheets

Only 64c
GET SMART FLEXIBLE

BINDERS
AND BRIEF COVERS

Special 59c
CLEMSON Imprinted

Notebooks
100 Sheets College Ruled

Special 47c
Papermate Pens
Regular 98c

Student Lamps
FLUORESCENT

$5.95 & $6.95
DRAFTING LAMPS

$9.95
HI-INTENSITY LAMPS
Clip On, Adjustable
Study Lamps at All Prices

Pole Lamps
Pole Shelves
$6.88 & up
Coat Hangers
Pants Hangers
Skirt Hangers
Blouse Hangers
Shoe Racks
Shoe Trees

NOTEBOOK

- SPECIAL -

BINDERS

OVAL
\L BRAIDED
BRAIt

BIG Assortment

29c to $2.99
SHEAFFER

Cartridge Pen
With 7 Cartridges
$1.49 Value
School Opening Only

RUGS
9x12—Reg.
teg. Price $29.95

Only $19.95
CAMPUS

BEDSPREADS
Single and Double
Reg. $5.95 & $6.95

74c

Special $3.95

Wearever Pens

Bed Pillows
98c & $1.98

Attache Cases
$4.95 & $7.95
Student Desks
With Chair & Lamp
Reg. $18.88

Only $15.88
For All Students
All Price Percolators
Hot Pots
Mugs - Mugs - Mugs
ALL

Special Prices
■ ■

REMINDER
Wednesday, Sept. 4, is the last
day for May PhD candidates to
file their GS4 forms.

COLLEGE AVENUE - CLEMSON, S. C.

Only 88c

Fantfs Camera Shop, Inc.

TO OUR SUBSCRIBERS
All subscribers are asked to
make sure that their addresses
are correct. Any corrections
should be mailed to the circulation manager as soon as possible.

Harper's 5 & 100 Store

10 BALL PENS or
COMBINATION PAK
Reg. $1.00

no grease.

Get flame-resistant Pomps. You can do all kinds of decorating
jobs with Pomps and do them better, easier, faster . . . and
more beautifully. Pomps are economical, too, and ready to use
... cut to the size you need and available in 17 beautiful colors
that are virtually colorfast when wet. Use them for indoor or
outdoor decorations. Ask your local librarian for the booklet
"Tips on How to Build Better Floats and Displays." If she
doesn't have it, tell her t: wri.e as for a copy.
The Crystal Tissue Company • Middletown, Ohio

Adults $1.00
Student $10)0
Children 50c

I

FRESHMAN
NOMINATIONS
Nominations for freshman
senators and class officers will
be conducted Monday, Sept.
11, at 7 p.m. in Tillman Hall
Auditorium.

The reports may be turned in
to either the Office of Student
Affairs or to a member of the
Senate Organization and Affairs Committee.

- SPECIAL Electric Fans
20-Inch Breeze Box

$14.76
DAN RIVER

Sheets and
Pillow Cases
Colored & White at

Special Prices
PAPERMATE

FLAIR PENS
With Nylon Tip

Only 37c

VISCOSE TWEED

Appr. 9 x 12

RUGS

$12.88

All Toiletries for Men and Women
At Discount Prices

JIM

Mllll limillE
MM
BROWN
JOHI
RICHARD
BfORSE
EMI
CASSAVETES
JAECKEL
KENNEDY
LOPEZ
MEPN
ID8EH1 HUT
CLINT
MIEIE
MEEKER ill S1W WALKER IEIIEI

654-3365

654-5915

FRESHMAN
CHEERLEADERS
Tryouts for freshman cheerleaders will be conducted this
coming Monday, Tuesday, and
Wednesday, at 5 p.m. in Tillman Hall Auditorium.
All freshmen are encouraged
to attend the tryouts.

So you're chairman
in charge of
building the float,
decorating the house,
dressing up the party.
Now what?

COASTAL STATES

JIM EDENS-Mgr.

IEEE MEETING
The first regular meeting of
the Clemson student branch of
the Institute of Electrical and
Electronics Engineers will be
held this Tuesday, Sept. 5, at
7 p.m. in Riggs Hall.
Plans for the year will be discussed, including a picnic,
homecoming, a tutoring program, an IEEE lounge, programs, trips, and a program
for undergraduate research.
Anyone who wishes to join who
has not yet done so may join
at this meeting.

JHEDimvnazEM

WSBF-FM—"South Carolina's 24-Hour FM Station"

COLLEGE SENIORS

ASCE MEETING
The American Society of Civil
Engineers will have its first
meeting of the fall in the Civil
Engineering Auditorium Tuesday, Sept. 5, at 7 p.m.
Speaking will be a representative of the Southern Railroad
System. All C. E. majors are
invited to attend.

Smartly Styled

LOOKING

(In front of Dan's)

All home and away basketball and football games covered

®

The Westminister Fellowship
will begin a four part series on
Christian relationships this
Sunday, Sept. 3, at 7 p.m. in
the Fort Hill Presbyterian
Church.
Serving on a panel for discussion of "The UniversityRelationships
Between Students," will be Randy Hoag,
student body chaplain; Marty
Jones, YMCA cabinet member
and Miss Clemson; and Don
Dubose, hall supervisor and
Clemson track man.
All students are invited to attend the program for discussion
of current and supposed relationships on campus.

will speak on "Basic Theory of
Radioteletype
Transmission
and Reception." Jim is a sophomore at Clemson majoring in
E. E., and is a member of the
club.
All hams and others interested in amateur radio are invited
to attend.

Special 74c
annual Military Ball. They
have also performed at an Atlanta Falcons game, and
served in various military and
civic functions.
To a PR, the most pleasant
and exciting event is the annual trip to New Orleans to
perform in and celebrate the
Mardi Gras.

JAMES'
BARBER SHOP

ThuM-Fri-Sat-Sun-Moa.
Aug. 31 - Sept 1-2-3-4

EQUIPMENT ROOM MOVEE
The intramural equipment
room has been removed from
its previous site adjacent to the
Student Bank and will be in
room 206 of the Field House
this year.
The equipment room hours
are from 2:30 p.m. until 7:00
p.m. on weekdays and from
2:30 til 5:00 on Saturdays and
Sundays.
ECON CLUB
The
Clemson Economics
Club will have an organiza-

By BOBMOFFAT
Special Writer
Eleven - hundred Clemson
men have responded to the call
of "C Company, Fall In!"since
1939 when the National Society
of Pershing Rifles chartered a
drill unit at Clemson.
The purpose of the Pershing
Rifles, as set forth by its found-

CLEMSON PARKING
Mayor LaGrone said this
week that parking in downtown Clemson now has a onehour time limit. Tickets will be
put on cars found in violation
of this limit.

tional meeting for the fall semester on Tuesday, September
5, at 7:30 p.m. in Room 107
Harding Hall. At this meeting
plans for the fall semester will
be discussed. All old members
and any persons interested in
Economics are urged to attend
and to participate in the club.

1

¥f pomps*

Draperies and Drapery Hardware
Mattress and Pillow Covers
Towels and Bath Cloths by Fieldcrest
Morgan Jones Thermal Blankets
Hundreds of Necessary Items packed in our
store next door to Clemson Theatre

"Harper's Sells It For Less"

r

